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Abstract- The stochastic bias was used to describe the 

correlation between the 11-year solar cycle compared to the 

El Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO) time series and 

rainfall over the city of Manaus (Brazil), looking for a 

connection between these events. For this, the time series of 

Solar Spots and El Niño and La Niña events and rainfall 

over Manaus were studied by means of the time series tools 
for the investigated periods. This operational research work 

shows that from 1980 until the 2030 projection, there is a 

strong correlation of connection of these data to the 

observed phenomena. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Changes in atmospheric circulation in the tropical zone 

(Walker cell) induce change in rainfall patterns, devastating 

floods, and severe droughts that can drastically affect the 

lives of millions of people [1]. In the mosaic of landscapes 
that is tropical South America the tendencies for rainfall, in 

the Amazon in eastern Brazil, to the northwest of Peru are 

well-defined by long-term hydrological data for the Amazon 

basin that were recorded during the 20th century. During this 

period the tendency for rainfall during the three most humid 

months and for the subsequent superficial runoff rate during 

the three months with the greatest runoff for the 

northeastern region of Brazil demonstrated a slow increase 

over long periods [2].  In 2016 the Amazon River 

Expedition from Peru to Brazil observed tendencies in 

which a prolonged ENSO (El Niño Southern Oscillation), 
event combined with a trend of regional warming increased 

the demand for water from the reservoirs of Brazilian 

hydroelectric plants in the Northeast, Central-West, and 

Southeastern regions of Brazil [3], and  

caused strong rains in the Southern region of Brazil [4].  

According to [5] [6] [7], this event was associated with 

warming that was without precedent and an extreme drought 

in the Amazon, compared to other strong ENSO events in 

1982/83 and 1997/98. The typical conditions of drought 
caused by the ENSO were observed and described by [5], as 

occurring only in the eastern Amazon, while in the western 

region of the Amazon there prevailed an uncommon level of 

humidity. For researchers this situation can be attributed to 

the humid-dry dipole at the location of maximum warming 

of the surface of the equatorial central Pacific Ocean. About 

the causes of these changes are analyzed over the last two 

decades the average SST (Sea Surface Temperature), 

anomalies are weakened towards the west, in direction of 

the central Pacific, and this represents an indicator that 

needs more observation [8]. 

 The sun emits radiation along the entire 
electromagnetic spectrum. The solar structure can be 

understood from the point of view of two regions; the 

interior, which goes from its center to the surface and 

divided into layers, while the second is the external 

atmosphere of constant activity in the emission of radiation 

and mass in the interplanetary environment. When there is 

an increase in the speed and concentration of the solar wind 

and upon reaching the earth, it causes sudden ionospheric 

disturbances (SID), which constitute true ionospheric storms 

or magnetic storms. The electromagnetic waves, UVE and 

X-R, do not interact with the magnetosphere and pass 
through it normally, but the solar wind consisting of 

particles (electrons and He+) collides with the 

magnetosphere causing a compression in the field lines, [9]. 
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The variation between the phases of solar activity is 11 

years, in energetic and transient phenomena since the 

number of explosions as well as coronal mass ejections that 

will constitute solar wind and the number of sunspots that is 
related to the polarity inversion. However, the number of 

dark spots on the surface, the brightness of X-rays, is more 

intense during half of the cycle and the other half of the 

cycle is less intense, [9]. 

 

 

II. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

The variables involved are the number of sunspots 

observed from 1980 to the 2013 projection, sea surface 

temperature (TSM) Figs.1 and 2, variations that influence 

ENSO and precipitation over the city of Manaus. To show 
the connection between the upper and lower atmosphere, 

linear regression is used to obtain the interaction between 

the phenomena, showing through Operational Research 

(OR) the points of optimal connection solution within the 

period from 1980 to 2030. 

The coincident points on the Optimal Solution Line 

validate the solution that is on the resonance of phenomena 

over the observed period. Using statistical moments and 

linear regression, [10]. 

 

 
Sample Measures 

Sample Avarege (N samples): 

                                                          (1) 

Sample Variance: 

                                 (2) 

Sample Standard Deviation: 

                              (3) 

Sample Covariance:  

           (4) 

Sample Correlation Coefficient: 

                                                                   (5) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 
Figure. 1: Time series of temperature along the Amazon 

River during the first stage of the Expedition (Iquitos/Peru 

– Manaus/Brazil), and compared to data from the Marine 

Modeling and Analysis Branch Oper.  H. R. (Verification 

Ensembles) of NOAA/NWS/NCEP/EMC. Source: Amazon 

River Expedition and NOAA, [11] [12]. 2016. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 
 

 

I. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 
Figure. 2: Precipitation Time Series Panel, 11 Year Solar 

Cycle and ENSO. 

 

 
Figure. 3: Climate Statistics between 11-year Solar Cycle 

and ENSO (El Niño). 

 

 Figures 2 and 3 show the interrelationships 

between the precipitation time series over the city of 

Manaus (Amazonia-Brazil), the 11-year sunspot index 

from 1980 to 2019, and also the ENSO Multivariate index 

from the same period. In the comparison through 
investigation by operational research, it is found the strong 

correlation of the observed phenomena within the 

considered range, configuring to a tendency that the rains 

in the Amazon suffer from the solar cycle of 11 years of 

the Sun. 

 

 

Recommendation 

 

At the site [13], there is more information about the 

“actual state” of the Amazon River in 2016, not only with 

respect to climatology, but also with respect to the life of 

people in the communities in this region.  

 

II. CONCLUSION 

 

Although the statistical methods lead us to a great 

operational solution, we must always understand the method 

uncertainties, because we work with approximations and 

averages. However, the method shows a strong correlation 
between the phenomena. 
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